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FORMULATION AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
OF RAPIDLY CONVERGENT ITERATION SCHEMES
FOR THE 2-D LINEARIZED BGK EQUATION
J. LIHNAROPOULOS, S. NARIS, and D. VALOUGEORGIS
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, University
of Thessaly, Volos, Greece

Various HN rapidly convergent schemes are proposed to speed up the slow convergence of the iterative solution of 2-D linearized Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
(BGK) kinetic equation containing up to the first moments of the distribution
function. The formulation of the 2-D HN acceleration schemes is provided in
a generalized manner, followed by a formal 2-D Fourier-mode stability
analysis to determine the most efficient HN approach. The H0 method is the
most efficient when the kinetic equation contains only the zeroth moment of
the distribution function, while when it contains the zeroth and the first
moments the most efficient approach is the H1. Although the analysis and the
conclusions are restricted to the continuous form of the equations, they are
indicative for the associated discrete equations.
Keywords: Kinetic, Discrete velocities, Iteration, Acceleration

1. Introduction
The efficient and accurate solution of multidimensional linear
kinetic equations has attracted a lot of attention during the last
few years, mainly due to these equations’ application in the
rapidly evolving technological fields of micro-electromechanical
systems and nanotechnology (Gad-el-Hak 2002). It is well
known that rarefied flows, which traditionally are tackled via
kinetic theory (Cercignani 1988), are identical to nano- and
micro-flows (Karniadakis and Beskok 2002). One of the
important advantages of applying kinetic theory, compared to
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other approaches, is the fact that this methodology is applicable
to the whole range of gas rarefaction. Consequently, the results
are obtained in a unified manner and are valid from the free
molecular through the transition up to the continuum regimes.
One of the most common numerical techniques for solving
linearized steady-state kinetic equations is the implementation of
a simple iteration scheme between the distribution function and
the macroscopic quantities, which are defined as moments of
the distribution function (Valougeorgis 1988; Sharipov and
Seleznev 1998). This iterative computation has a very close resemblance with the so-called source iteration (SI) scheme applied to
steady-state neutron and radiative discrete ordinates calculations
(Lewis and Miller 1984). In steady-state kinetic theory the
unknown distribution is a function of six independent variables:
the three spatial variables and the three components of the
molecular velocity vector. Hence, since these calculations involve
the replacement of the continuum spectrum of molecular velocities
by an appropriately chosen finite set of discrete velocities, they
are called, instead of discrete ordinates, discrete velocity calculations
(Cercignani 1988; Sharipov and Seleznev 1998).
Over the years, the discrete velocity method has been successfully applied to solve various steady-state linear kinetic model
equations describing different types of flow problems in the field
of rarefied gas dynamics. However, it is well known to researchers
involved in discrete velocity computations of stationary kinetic
equations that while the convergence of the iteration scheme
works well in the free molecular regime, it degrades as we
march into the transition regime and becomes unacceptably
slow as we approach the continuum regime. Due to this computational pitfall, in many cases the applicability of the kinetic methodology has been limited up to certain gas rarefaction, and beyond
that limit a continuum-type approach based on the well-known
conservative hydrodynamic equations is implemented. This is a
serious drawback, since the main advantage of mesoscale
kinetic-type approaches is their ability to deduce results valid in
the whole range of the gas rarefaction.
The convergence of the iterative map of the discrete velocity
calculations applied in steady-state kinetic calculations has been
recently studied via a typical Fourier stability analysis, and its slow
convergence has been justified (Valougeorgis and Naris 2003).
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In the same work, rapidly convergent iteration methods, similar
(but not identical) to the synthetic-type acceleration schemes in
neutron and radiative transport (Lewis and Miller 1976; Adams
and Larsen 2002; Valougeorgis et al. 1988), have been proposed.
Since they are developed by taking Hermitian moments of the
kinetic equations, they are called HN iteration schemes. The efficiency of these novel rapidly convergent methods has been also
confirmed computationally (experimentally) by solving several
rarefied gas dynamics problems (Valougeorgis and Naris 2003;
Naris et al. 2004). However, the theoretical part of this work has
been focused mainly on 1-D kinetic equations, while the experimental part has been applied to 2-D kinetic equations, which,
however, include only the zeroth-order moment of the distribution
function.
Here, we investigate the 2-D linearized Bhatnagar-GrossKrook (BGK) kinetic equation containing the zeroth and the first
moments of the distribution function covering from a technological point of view wider range of applications. Various 2-D HN acceleration schemes are proposed, and their formulation is provided in
a generalized manner. In addition, a formal 2-D Fourier-mode
stability analysis is performed to determine the most efficient HN
approach. Certain aspects of previous work are included for completeness and comparison purposes. Our analysis and therefore
our conclusions are limited to the continuous form of the
equations. However, previous experience with similar acceleration
schemes in neutron and radiative transport (Valougeorgis et al.
1988), as well as more recent work in kinetic theory (Valougeorgis
and Naris 2003) clearly indicate that the present obtained results
are directly applicable to the associated discretized equations.
2. Kinetic Equations under Investigation
Following a well-known projection procedure of the linearized
BGK equation, we obtain the 2-D kinetic equation

m

@f ðlþ1=2Þ
@f ðlþ1=2Þ
þh
þ df ðlþ1=2Þ ðx; y; m; hÞ
@x
@y
h
i
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðx;
yÞ
þ
Að
m
F
ðx;
yÞ
þ
h
F
ðx;
yÞÞ
þ Sðx; yÞ
¼ d FðlÞ
0;0
1;0
0;1
ð1Þ
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and the double integral expression of the moments

Fðlþ1Þ
m;n

1
ðx; yÞ ¼
p

ð1 ð1

Hm ðmÞHn ðhÞf ðlþ1=2Þ

1 1
2

ðx; y; m; hÞem

h2

dmdh:

ð2Þ

In (1) and (2), f(x, y, m, h) is the unknown distribution function;
x and y are the spatial independent variables; m and h are the
independent variables related to the x and y components of the
microscopic velocity vector; Hm and Hn denote the Hermite
polynomials of order m and n respectively; Fm,n(x, y), with
m þ n  1, are the zeroth and the first two Hermitian moments
of the distribution function; S(x, y) is a source term; and d [ [0,
1) is the rarefaction parameter. For d ¼ 0, the flow is free
molecular, while as d ! 1 the flow is approaching the
continuum (hydrodynamic) limit. Our objective is to solve (1)
and (2) in a computationally efficient manner in the whole
range of the rarefaction parameter d. The constant A takes the
values of A ¼ 0 or A ¼ 1. When A ¼ 0, (1) describes incompressible gas flow in a duct of arbitrary cross section. The flow is in the
longitudinal direction, which is vertical to the x-y plane, due to
imposed pressure and temperature gradients parallel to the
flow (Valougeorgis and Naris 2003; Naris et al. 2004; Naris
et al. 2005). When A ¼ 1, (1) describes compressible gas flow in
a cavity (Naris and Valougeorgis 2005), or in a grooved
channel (Karniadakis and Beskok 2002), or through a thin slit
connecting two vessels (Cercignani and Sharipov 1992;
Sharipov 1996). In this case the flow may be boundary driven
or due to imposed pressure and temperature gradients on the
x-y plane. It is seen that (1) and (2) may be used to model
several flow configurations.
Finally the superscript (l ) denotes the iteration index of the
iteration map applied to the typical discrete velocity algorithm.
We denote this nonaccelerated iterative scheme by the acronym
DVM.
It is obvious that (1), with A ¼ 0 or A ¼ 1, looks qualitatively similar to the neutron or radiative transport equation
with isotropic and linearly anisotropic scattering, respectively.
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Of course, here, instead of the Legendre polynomials, the
moments are given in terms of the Hermite polynomials.

3.

Formulation of Accelerated Schemes

The first synthetic-type acceleration schemes in the area of kinetic
theory and rarefied gas dynamics have been presented in Valougeorgis and Naris (2003). Then, this approach has been applied
successfully to speed up the slow convergence rate of the DVM
iteration scheme in several incompressible gas flow problems in
channels and ducts. In all cases the main kinetic equations were
similar to (1) with A ¼ 0. The proposed schemes have the same
characteristics with the PN schemes in neutron and radiative
transport (Lewis and Miller 1976; Adams and Larsen 2002).
They are based on the formulation of moment equations, which
are solved coupled with the kinetic equations. The moment
equations are formulated by taking Hermitian moments of the
kinetic equations. Various schemes may be defined depending
upon the number of accelerated moments.
In 1-D problems, the HN acceleration scheme consists of the
kinetic equations; the N þ 1 moment equations, which accelerate
(starting from the zeroth moment) the first N moments; and the
integral expression for the N þ 1 nonaccelerated moment. Thus
as we increase the order of the acceleration scheme by one, only
one additional moment equation is added in the set of the accelerated equations.
In 2-D problems, although the methodology remains, in
principle, the same implies a rather cumbersome mathematical
manipulation. To derive an HN acceleration scheme, (1) is multiplied first by the weighting factor term (1/p) exp(2 m2 2 h2)
and then successively by all possible combinations of Hm(m)
Hn(h) such that m þ n  N, with m, n ¼ 0,1, . . . , N. The resulting
P
equations are integrated over m and h to deduce a set of Nþ1
i¼1
i ¼ 1 þ 2 þ . . . þ (N þ 1) moment equations, which
are
solved
at
P
i
moments
each iteration in order to accelerate the first Nþ1
i¼1
of order less than or equal to N. Therefore, these moments are
the accelerated moments, while the moments with order
higher than N are estimated by the integral expression (2) and
are defined as the nonaccelerated moments.
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For a better understanding of the above procedure, we
consider the special case of the H1 iteration scheme. Equation
(1) is multiplied first by the weighting factor term (1/p)
exp(2 m2 2 h2) and then successively by H0(m) H0(h), H1(m)
H0(h), and H0(m) H1(h). The resulting equations are integrated
over m and h to yield the following three moment equations:
@Fðlþ1Þ
@Fðlþ1Þ
1;0
þ 0;1 ¼ S
@x
@y

ð3Þ

ðlþ1=2Þ
@Fðlþ1=2Þ
@Fðlþ1Þ
1 @F2;0
ðlþ1Þ
0;0
þ dð1  AÞF1;0 ¼ 
þ 1;1
2
@x
@x
@y

!
ð4Þ

!
ðlþ1=2Þ
@Fðlþ1Þ
@Fðlþ1=2Þ
1 @F1;1
ðlþ1Þ
0;0
0;2
þ dð1  AÞF0;1 ¼ 
þ
: ð5Þ
2
@y
@x
@y
Equations (3)– (5) are used to accelerate the moments F0,0, F1,0,
and F0,1 with order less or equal to N ¼ 1, while the moments
F2,0, F1,1, and F0,2 with order higher than N ¼ 1, are estimated
by the integral expression
ðx; yÞ
Fðlþ1=2Þ
m;n

1
¼
p

ð1 ð1

Hm ðmÞHn ðhÞ f ðlþ1=2Þ

1 1
2

ðx; y; m; hÞem

h2

dmdh;

ð6Þ

with m, n ¼ 1,2 such that m þ n ¼ 2.
This procedure we may generalize for any HN iteration
scheme, which now will consist of the kinetic equation (1); the
accelerated moments
@Fðlþ1Þ
@Fðlþ1Þ
1;0
þ 0;1 ¼ S;
@x
@y

m¼n¼0

@Fðlþ1Þ
@Fðlþ1Þ
m1;n
m
þ n m;n1 þ dð1  AÞFðlþ1Þ
m;n
@x
@y
!
ðlþ1Þ
ðlþ1Þ
1 @Fmþ1;n @Fm;nþ1
þ
þ
¼ 0;
2
@x
@y

ð7Þ

mþn¼1

ð8Þ
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@Fðlþ1Þ
@Fðlþ1Þ
m1;n
þ n m;n1 þ dFðlþ1Þ
m
m;n
@x
@y
ðlþ1Þ
ðlþ1Þ
1 @Fmþ1;n @Fm;nþ1
þ
þ
2
@x
@y

!
¼ 0;

1,mþn,N
ð9Þ

@Fðlþ1Þ
@Fðlþ1Þ
m1;n
þ n m;n1 þ dFðlþ1Þ
m
m;n
@x
@y
!
ðlþ1=2Þ
@Fðlþ1=2Þ
1 @Fmþ1;n
þ m;nþ1 ;
¼
2
@x
@y

mþn¼N

ð10Þ

and the nonaccelerated moments
ð ð
1 1 1
ðlþ1=2Þ
Hm ðmÞ Hn ðhÞf ðlþ1=2Þ
Fm;n ðx; yÞ ¼
p 1 1
2

ðx; y; m; hÞem

h2

dmdh;

m þ n ¼ N þ 1:
ð11Þ

More specifically, the HN accelerated iteration scheme works as
follows:
1. From (1), after we assume its right-hand side, we compute
f(x, y, m, h).
2. From (11), we integrate f to find the nonaccelerated moments
(x, y), with m þ n ¼ N þ 1.
F(lþ1/2)
m,n
3. From the system (7)– (10), we find the accelerated moments
F(lþ1)
m,n (x, y), with m þ n  N.
4. The first three accelerated moments are substituted on the
right-hand side of (1), and the iteration procedure is
continued upon convergence.
Equations (7) –(11) have been written in a generalized manner,
which describes the formulation of any HN iteration scheme
for either A ¼ 0 or A ¼ 1.
It is seen that in the 2-D case, as we increase the order of the
acceleration scheme, the number of moment equations, which
are added in the set of the accelerated equations, is significantly
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increased. Therefore, it is important to keep the order of the
acceleration scheme as low as possible. For example, an H3
iteration scheme will include (1); 10 moment equations defined
by (7) – (10), with m þ n  3; and five nonaccelerated moments
defined by (11), with m þ n ¼ 4. It is noted, however, that in
general, although the computational effort per iteration is
increased, the number of required iterations and the overall
CPU time are drastically decreased.
4. Stability Analysis
To quantitatively describe the performance of the typical DVM
and the proposed HN iteration schemes, we consider a simple
homogeneous infinite medium problem (21 , x, y , 1). In (1)
and (2), we set S(x, y) ¼ 0 and interpret the functions f and Fm,n
as iteration errors. We consider a single Fourier error mode
and set
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f ðx; y; m; hÞðlþ1=2Þ ¼ vl gðm; hÞ exp½ilðux x þ uy yÞ; ði ¼ 1Þ;
ð12Þ
and
Fm;n ðx; yÞðlþ1Þ ¼ vFm;n ðx; yÞðlÞ ¼    ¼ vlþ1 Fm;n ðx; yÞð0Þ
¼ vlþ1 bm;n exp½ilðux x þ uy yÞ

ð13Þ

where v(l ) is the eigenvalue corresponding to the Fourier wavenumber l ¼ l(ux, uy), with u2x þ u2y ¼ 1. Substituting (12) into (1),
we obtain the eigenfunction
gðm; hÞ ¼

b00 þ Aðb10 m þ b01 hÞ
:
1 þ iðl=dÞðux m þ uy hÞ

ð14Þ

In addition, in order to proceed with the mathematical manipulation, we define the auxiliary integrals
ð ð
1 1 1
2
2
Gmn ðx; yÞ ¼
Hm ðmÞ Hn ðhÞ gðx; y; m; hÞem h dmdh
p 1 1
ð15Þ
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and
1
L2k ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p

ð1



x2k
exp x2 dx;
2
1 1 þ ððl=dÞxÞ

k ¼ 0; 1; . . . : ð16Þ

We start by studying the convergence rate of the nonaccelerated DVM scheme. The Fourier ansatze (12) and (13) are substituted at the right- and left- hand side, respectively, of (2). When
A ¼ 0, we find the scalar equation

vDVM b00 ¼ G00 ;

ð17Þ

which after some routine manipulation yields the eigenvalue

vDVM ¼ L0 :

ð18Þ

When A ¼ 1, we obtain the system

vb00 ¼ G00
vb10 ¼ G10
vb01 ¼ G01 ;

ð19Þ

which is solved as an eigenvalue problem to deduce the three
eigenvalues

vð1Þ
DVM ¼ L0

ð20Þ

and

vð2;3Þ
DVM


qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
¼
ðL0 þ 2L2 Þ + ðL0 þ 2L2 Þ2  8L2 :
2

ð21Þ

It is seen that the expression for the first eigenvalue given by (20)
is identical to the corresponding one for A ¼ 0 (Equation 18),
while the other two are in complex conjugates. Plots of the
eigenvalues versus l/d for the DVM scheme are given in
Figure 1. For v(2,3)
DVM we plot their absolute values. In all cases
the maximum absolute value of v, which defines the spectral
radius of the iteration map, occurs at l ¼ 0 and is equal to 1.
Hence, in real computations, although the flat mode l ¼ 0 is
not present, the DVM iteration scheme will be arbitrarily slow.
In addition, it is evident from Figure 1 that as we are approaching the continuum regime and the rarefaction parameter d ! 1,
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FIGURE 1 Plots of v versus l/d for the DVM iteration scheme with A ¼ 0 and
A ¼ 1.

the convergence rate of the DVM will degrade, since now, the
ratio (l/d) ! 0 even for l  0.
Next we study the convergence of the H0 iteration scheme,
which may be considered as a special case since the procedure for
developing this scheme is different than the generalized
procedure presented in Section 3. The methodology is similar
to the diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) iteration scheme in
discrete ordinates calculations (Adams and Larsen 2002). In particular, (4) and (5) are differentiated with respect to x and y
respectively, and then they are added. Finally, (3), with
S(x, y) ¼ 0, is substituted into the resulting equation to deduce
an acceleration equation for the zeroth-order moment of
the form
!
ðlþ1=2Þ
@2 Fðlþ1=2Þ
@2 Fðlþ1Þ
@2 Fðlþ1Þ
@2 Fðlþ1=2Þ
1 @2 F2;0
1;1
0;0
0;0
0;2
:
þ
¼
þ2
þ
2
@x2
@y2
@x2
@x@y
@y2
ð22Þ
Equation (22) is known as the diffusion equation. For the case
A ¼ 0, the stability analysis applied to (1), (2), and (22) results
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in the scalar equation
1
vH0 b00 ¼  ðu2x G20 þ 2ux uy G11 þ u2y G02 Þ:
2

ð23Þ

The double integrals on the right-hand side are properly
combined to give the eigenvalue

vH0 ¼ L0  2L2 :

ð24Þ

For the case A ¼ 1, the zeroth moment is accelerated by (22),
while the first two nonaccelerated moments are defined by (2)
with the pairs (m ¼ 0, n ¼ 1) and (n ¼ 0, m ¼ 1). Thus, we
obtain the system
1
vb00 ¼  ðu2x G20 þ 2ux uy G11 þ u2y G02 Þ
2

vb10 ¼ G10
vb01 ¼ G01 ;

ð25Þ

which again is formulated as an eigenvalue problem to yield
v(1)
H0 ¼ 0 and
ð3Þ
vð2Þ
H0 ¼ vH0 ¼ L0 :

ð26Þ

It is noted that the expressions (24) and (26) for the eigenvalues
corresponding to A ¼ 0 and A ¼ 1, respectively, are different.
Their behavior in terms of l/d is shown in Figure 2. It is seen
that when the H0 iteration scheme is applied to the kinetic
equation with A ¼ 0, the convergence rate of the iteration map
is rapidly improved. In this case the theoretical spectral radius
of the H0 iteration scheme, shown in Table 1, is equal to 0.320.
However, when A ¼ 1, as is obvious from (26), there is no
improvement, and the spectral radius remains equal to 1.
We continue with the investigation of the convergence rates
of higher-order HN iteration schemes. We have found that for
HN iteration schemes, with N  1, we always obtain one
dominant eigenvalue, while all the remaining ones are identically equal to zero. In addition, when N  1, both the A ¼ 0
and A ¼ 1 cases reduce to exactly the same results, which now
depend only on the order N of the method. Hence, each HN
acceleration method, with N  1, applied to the kinetic
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FIGURE 2 Plots of v versus l/d for the H0 iteration scheme with A ¼ 0 and
A ¼ 1.

Equation (1) with A ¼ 0 or A ¼ 1, performs equally well or
poorly. It is concluded that in general an HN iteration scheme,
with an order N equal to or larger than the maximum order of
the moments on the right-hand side of the kinetic equation,
which in our case is equal to 1, sets all eigenvalues except one
equal to zero. Thus, estimation of the one nonzero eigenvalue
is adequate to obtain the convergence rate of the accelerated
iteration scheme.
TABLE 1 Spectral radius of the DVM and HN, with
N ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3, iteration schemes for A ¼ 0 and A ¼ 1
Spectral radius
Iteration scheme
DVM
H0
H1
H2
H3

A¼0

A¼1
1.00

0.320

1.00
0.320
2.00
0.211
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We have examined in detail the H1, H2, and H3 iteration
schemes. After some routine mathematical manipulation, we
find in terms of the Gmn integrals given by (15) the following
expressions for the nonzero eigenvalues of the H1, H2, and H3
iteration schemes, respectively:
1
vH1 b00 ¼  ðu2x G20 þ 2ux uy G11 þ u2y G02 Þ
ð27Þ
2
 
1 l 3
vH1 b00 ¼ i
ðux G30 þ 3u2x uy G21 þ 3ux u2y G12 þ u3y G03 Þ ð28Þ
4 d


1
1
vH3 b00 ¼
ðu4x G40 þ 4u3x uy G31
4 3 þ 2ðl=dÞ2
þ 6u2x u2y G22 þ 4ux u3y G13 þ u4y G04 Þ:

ð29Þ

Applying a coordinate rotation, the right-hand sides of
(27) – (29), which are given in terms of the double integrals
Gmn, may be expressed in terms of the single integrals L2k,
given by (16). This is achieved by introducing the new variables
 0 
 
 0  


ux uy
ux uy
b10
b10
m
m
¼
and
¼
u y u x
u y u x
b001
h
h0
b01
ð30Þ
with


b
ð m h Þ 10
b01



0

¼ ðm

 0 
b
h Þ 10
b001
0

ð31Þ

and taking into account that the Jacobian of the transformation is
equal to 1. Then, we obtain the analytical expressions

vH1 ¼ L0  2L2 ;
 2
l
vH2 ¼
ð2L4  3L2 Þ;
d

ð32Þ
ð33Þ

and

vH3 ¼

1
ð4L4  12L2 þ 3L0 Þ
3 þ 2ðl=dÞ2

ð34Þ
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for the eigenvalues of the H1, H2, and H3 iteration schemes,
respectively. It is noted that these results are identical to the corresponding ones in slab geometry. Since, as expected, in the
absence of discretization all multidimensional HN iteration
schemes behave exactly like the corresponding 1-D schemes, it
may be stated that the formulation of the 2-D HN schemes and
their stability analysis is correct. It is noted that for A ¼ 0 the
expressions (24) and (32) for the eigenvalues v of the H0 and
H1 schemes, respectively, are identical.
Plots describing the behavior of the eigenvalues (32)–(34)
versus l/d are shown in Figure 3, while the spectral radius of the
iteration maps are provided in Table 1. It is concluded that the
H1 and H3 iteration schemes both for A ¼ 0 and A ¼ 1, as well
as the H0 scheme for A ¼ 0 (see Figure 2), efficiently suppress
the error modes that have strong and weak spatial and angular
dependence. The latter are the ones that are not efficiently suppressed by the DVM for A ¼ 0 and A ¼ 1 and by the H0 scheme
for A ¼ 1. It is also obvious that the efficiency of the H1 and H3
methods and of the H0 scheme for A ¼ 0 ( from Figures 2 and 3)

FIGURE 3 Plots of v versus l/d for the H1, H2, and H3 iteration schemes with
A ¼ 0 and A ¼ 1.
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does not degrade as the rarefaction parameter d ! 1. The performance of the H2 scheme in all cases is very poor. Its spectral
radius is equal to 2, and it is even worse than the DVM scheme,
although it requires much more computational effort per
iteration. Finally, taking into account the spectral radius of the
H0, H1, and H3 iteration schemes, shown in Table 1, and the
associated computational effort per iteration for each scheme, it
is reasonable to conclude that the H0 method is the most
efficient when the kinetic equation contains only the zeroth
moment of the distribution function (A ¼ 0), while when it
contains the zeroth and the first moments (A ¼ 1) the most
efficient approach is the H1.
5. Concluding Remarks
The objective of the present work is to speed up the slow convergence of the iterative solution of 2-D linearized kinetic equations
containing up to the first moments of the distribution function.
This is achieved by formulating synthetic-type HN rapidly convergent schemes. The spectral radii of these methods are estimated
by a Fourier-mode stability analysis, and the optimum scenarios
are determined. It has been shown, as expected, that in the
absence of discretization the 2-D HN schemes behave exactly
like the corresponding ones in slab geometry. A Fourier-mode
analysis of the HN discrete velocity equations is under way.
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